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Game Developer
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Company: TekRevol

Location: Karachi Division

Category: other-general

About Tekrevol:Tekrevol is a leading mobile app development company dedicated to

providing businesses with reliable technological solutions. We have helped countless

entrepreneurs achieve their goals and drive results by creating top-rated mobile apps and

websites.As a global company, our aim isn’t just to create digital solutions but to help

businesses achieve sustainable growth and scalability. Our teams and networks stretch

across the United States andhave extended its reach to Ukraine & the Middle East.Job

Description:Game Functionality Implementation: The incumbent is accountable for executing

game functionality, transforming design ideas, concepts, and requirements into a compelling

and operational game.Interdepartmental Collaboration: Working seamlessly across diverse

departments, this role necessitates a candidate possessing exceptional communication

skills, a proactive mindset, and a strong team-oriented approach to harmonize a shared

vision.Translating Design Specifications: Convert design specifications into a fully

operational game, ensuring that the game aligns with the intended design and user

experience.Code Architecture and Maintenance: Architect, create, and sustain efficient, reusable,

and dependable code to facilitate the game's development and evolution.Optimizing

Performance and Quality: Focus on achieving the highest level of performance, quality, and

user responsiveness in applications.Problem Solving: Identify and address bottlenecks and

bugs within the game, formulating effective solutions to rectify and mitigate these

issues.Job Requirements:To excel in this role, the ideal candidate should meet the

following criteria:Experience: Possess 4-5 years of hands-on experience in Unity

Development technologies, demonstrating a robust skill set in game development.Unity3D
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Proficiency: Exhibit a high level of proficiency in Unity3D, an essential tool for creating games

across various platforms.Logical Prowess: Showcase strong logical and problem-solving skills

to construct intricate game mechanics and functionalities.C# Mastery: Display expertise in

C# programming, a fundamental language for game development in the Unity

environment.Version Control: Be well-versed in version control systems like GIT to effectively

manage and collaborate on the project's source code.In addition to these qualifications, the

candidate should possess a deep passion for game development, a creative mindset, and

the ability to adapt to evolving project requirements. This role plays a pivotal part in the

game development process, requiring not only technical aptitude but also a collaborative

and team-centric approach to deliver a compelling gaming experience.Top of FormShift

Timings:Afternoon (12:00 p.m. – 09:00 p.m.)
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